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Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H. Hofer, J. Moser und E. Zehnder (ETH
Zürich) statt.

S. ANGENENT

Curve shortening and c10sed geodesics on S2.

Let (1\1 2 , g) be a surface with closed geodesics "'(1, •.. , "'(no Define 0'("'(1, ... ; "Yn) =
{C l -immersed 9 C Mig transversal to /1, .. '; ""{n and 9 has no self tangeneies }.
By definition, two /, ""{' E n'(-)'I, ... , "'(n) have the same "knot-type" I if they lie
in the same component of 0'("'(1, .. " "'(n). To each such component B we asso
ciate a Conley-index h(B) (associated with the gradient ftow), which togethcr
wit.h information about the Jacobi- fields of the /1, ... , '1n determines how many
gcodesics ß l11ust (at least) contain. In particular, one ean show that. if c is a
simple: dosed geodcsic with rotation number 1" > 1, there are geodesics of t.ype
(p, (/) for any p/q E (I, r), (p, q) == 1.

V. BALADI

Gencralized Fredholm deternlinants and dynamical zeta functions.

\Vcight.~d dynamical zet.a fUllctions or suitably defined Fredholm-typ(~ det.er
rninant,s have beeil sllccessfully lIsed by many authors to discribe t.he discrcte
sp0cl.rllll1 of t.ransfer operators associatcd with expanding or hyperbolic maps
an<! sllIoot.h weights. Ry making use of a continuous version of thc Milllor and
Thurston kncading matrix, it is possiblc to prove similar results for transfer
0pf'rat.ors act.ing on [unctions of boundccl variation on the real fine wit.hollt any
hypcrboliticit.y assumption (joint with D. Ruelle, "Sharp determinants"; IHES
preprint ]994). We also discuss the corresponding one-dimensional complex
theory (joint with A. Kitaev, D. Ruelle, S. Semmes, "Sharp determinants and
kneading operators for holomorphic maps" l IHES preprint., 1995).

v. ßANGERT

Homoclinic orbits by variational Dlethods (Report on part of a forth
comillg thesis by D. Petroll, MFI Oberwolfach).

A simple dosed geodesie 10n an orientable surfaee M (with Riemannian mctric)
is called a I-sided proper loeal minimum if -y cannot bc approximated [rom
(at least.) one side by curves with lengths ::; length("'(). Suppose lhat. M is
homeomorphic to SI x [0, I] and that 51 x {O} and that 51 x {]} are dosed
geodcsics, 10,11,

Theorcnl. Assume thal '10 is a l-sided proper loeal minimum (Jnd length('1o) >
length(1d. lf lIIere is no non-coutmctible closed geodesie in interior (M) ==
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.'i l X (0. I) wltich is (, /-sided proper lor.al minimum lhen the1't~ c:J:ist.'i (I qp.odesic
in 1'" Iwmodi71ic 10 10·

Thc homoclinic geodesie is obtaincd as Cl. limit of closed geodcsics of minimax
(sadcllc-point.) type. Examples of surfaces of revolution show thc ncccssity of thc
assumption lcngth (-10) > length('Yd. The same examplcs show t.hat Olle l1as to
asslllTIe that there does not exist a non-contractible simple closed geodesics g in
interior (M) with length (,) = length(/o). There is hope t.hat the assllmptiolls
of t.he theorem can be reduced to this weaker assumption.

M. BIALY

Hopf type rigidity for Newton equations.

In HJ.13 E. Hopf provcd that the only Riemannian metries on thc: two-torus
without conjugate points are flat ones. Recently this result was gcneralized by
8urago & lvanov for the n-dimensional case. It is a very interesting problem
Lo undersiand for which dass of convex Hamiltonian systems this Hüpf type
rigidity holds. The purpose of the talk is to establish the Hopf theotern for t.he

~- HanliltoniaIL_-_ -- ---- -- -- ----~- -- 1 - :) .-.---- - ._~- --
ll(p, y, t) = 21p1 - + U(q, t)

whcrc !/ is a. Ricmannian met.ric on the n-dimensional torus and lf is a time anel
spacc-periodic pontential. Dur main result states that if H has 00 conjugate
points t.hen !I is flat aod U does not depend on q. This is joint work with L.
Polt.crovich.

S. BOLOTIN

Variatiollal criterion for quasirandom behavior in a Halniltionian sys
telu with two degrees of freedom.

Wc considcr a dassical Hamiltonian system whose configuration spac:c in a 2
dimensional sphere. Variational methods yield the existence of a hornolinic orbit
r t.o thc maximum point of thc pontential energy. Even if r is transversal, t.his
does not. imply quasirandom bchavior (Devaney). We consider the casc wherc r
is t.angc'nt to thc strong stable and strong unstable dircctions of t.he cquilibrium.
If ind (r) = 0, then thc system has a quasirandom behavior. This result. is llsed
t.o prove t.he quasirandom behavior for a rigid body with a fixed point..

M.CHAPERON

Invariant manifolds, conjugacies and blow-up.

A di ffcomorph ism germ 'Y : Mo, Po ~ M1, Tl is a conj ugacy betwe~n "0; 1\40 , Pu, alldh 1 ; j\;J I . PI
if and only if graph (1) is invariant by ho x h 1 : (x, y) ~ (ho(x), hdy)). Wc
stated the invariant manifold theorems implying Sternberg's local conjugacy rc-
sults for hyperbolic diffeornorphism germs, and related them t.o t.hc stable and
pseudo-stable manifold theorems using a new blow-up techniqllc.

A. CHENCINER

Reduction of homothetics in the n-body problem.
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(Joint. work with A. Albouy) \Ve put the results of Sundman l i\'k Gchec. Saari,
ctc ." ou t.otal collision and completely parabolic motion in the simple COI1
ccpt.ual framework of the reduction of homothetics which is allowed by the
hOlTlogcneity of the Newton potential. The symmetry Row (already known to
E. Cartan) scales configurations by exp(t) and velocities by exp (- ~t). It is
lIot Hamiltonian, leaves the energy and angular Illomentum integrals~invariant
only when these are zero (a fact already exployted by Euler for 3 bodies) and
does not commute with Newton's flow, defining only with it a 2 dimensional
foliation in phase space. To restore commutation, one has to change the law of
timc, multiplying for example the Newton vector-field by I~ ,where I is thc mo
ment of inertia with respect to the center of mass. Singularities of the quotient
vector-field are zero energy homethetic motions, they belong to the "Mc Gehee
manifold" quotient of the zero energy and zero angular momentum manifold.
Their invariant manifolds correspond exactly to total collision (1 -7 0) or to
completely parabolic motion (/{ -7 0) where K is thc kinetic energy;('w.r. to
the center of mass and are respectively contained in zero momentum rhanifold
(Weierstrass) or zero energy manifold. The main tool is Sundman 'sfunction
which happens to be invariant under the symmetry plane.

L. CHIERCHIA

Instabilities in nearly-integrable Hamiltonian systems.

COllsider the phase space R4 x T 4 with coordinates I = (f l , ... l 14 ) E R4
l r.p =

(~l,' . ·,94) E T 4 and with the standard symplectic struct.urc dl A d~. Let.

1 4 3·

11-(/, <p; c) = :2 L I} + c cas <P4 + c lO L cos(<pj + ~4)
j==l j==l

ami dcnotc by ~t the Hamiltonian flow generated by /I. 'The followillg holds:

Theor(nu. Fix 0 < EI < E 21 then there exisl co, d > U such that /01' oll
I~' E [EIl F:2L /or all 0 < E < co one ean find (/0, <Po) E f/-l (E) such tJwl

SlIp I/(t) - 10 1> d
t>O

This is an example of a real-analytic one-parameter family (analytic also with
rcspect to the parameter) cxhibiting an unstable behaviour a la Arnold. The
above constructed unstable orbit ~t (JOllf'O) stays for long time near a double
rcsonance of tohe unperturbed system (/3 = 14 = 0) and moves "shadowing long
chains heteroclinic connections" which are obtained as transversal intersections
of lower dimensional "whiskered tori" (the transversality being not exponentially
small with cl.

1\. CIELIEßAI<

Symplcetic boundaries: ercating and destroying closed characteris
tics.
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Let (A1 2n
1 wLn ~ 2, be asymplectic manifold with boundary aM, anel L C iJM

bc an embp-dded loop. Modifying V. Ginzburg's symplectic plug wc construct. a
symplectic form w/ on M such that

• (81\4, w') has prccisely 2 new closed characteristicsL± I isotopic to =F L.

• All cltaracteristics of(8M,w) intersecting L are trapped by L~ in ((}lYf,w').

• (M,w') is symplectomorphic to (M,w).

Thus we obtain symplectic manifolds (M,w) and (M;w') with (M,w) == (lW,W')
.and such that c. g.

• (alvf,w) is of contact type and (ßM,w') is not.

• The action spectra of (8M,w) and (8M,~') are disjoint

• (oM,w) is an ellipsoid in R\ hence completely integrable, and (DM,w')
possesses no Cl - embedded invariant 2-torus.Moreover, we find

_~ _~ -oe __ ~ ~ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• a vect.or field X on S3 satisfying ixd)" = 0 and )"(X) ~ 0 for some confo
liation I-form).. and having only knotted periodic orbits.

• compact hypersurfaces in IR 2n
, n ~ 2 ,with any prescribed number k ~ 2

of c10sed characteristics.

L. H. ELIASSON

Discrete one-dimensional quasiperiodic Schrödinger operator with
pure point spectrum.

\\fe discuss the following result and its proof: Let L" : [2(;p';) -+ l2(~) be defined
by

(LdU)n = -c(Un+l + un-d + E(iJ + nw)un .

\Vhcrc w is areal number and E : TR/ 2rrZ --+ IR. is a smooth function satisfying

IEIe" ~ C(v!)2 f{V(for allv ~ 0)

[J{v(v!)2]-1Ia~(x(E(iJ + x) - E(t?))1 ~ Q > 0

{[(V(v!)2]-1Ia~(x(E(t? + x) - E(iJ))1 ~ ollxlH für all {) and J:, 0 :::; v ~ s)

Assume also a Diophantine condition

süme T, ~ > O. Under these conditions the following theorem holds.

Theorem. 3 co = co(C, fi;, S, 0', T) > 0 such thatfor all Iel < co the operat01' L,?
has pure point spectrum for a. e. {). M01'€over, the eigenvectors decay exponen·
tially and the resolvent set 0/ L" goes to 0 with c.
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This theorem J?eneralizes results of Fröhlich-Spencer and of Sinai.

G. FORNf

Glohal Analysis for Area-Preserving Vector Fields on COlllpact Rie
nlaun Surfaces.

\Ve study the existence of smooth solutions for the cohomolgy equation X u = f,
where X is a smooth area-preserving vector field on a compact orientable surface
1\1 of genus 9 ~ 2. The singularities of X 1 whose existence is forced by the topol
ogy of the surface, are assumed to be of saddle-type (possibly degenerate). Our
results extend to higher genus the solvability properties which hold for constant
coefficients vector fields on the two-dimensional torus , whose rotation numbers
satisfy a Diophantine condition. In particular it is proved that, for " almost all"
vectorfields X on a compact surface M of genus 9 ~ 2, the linear differential
equation X. u = f has a finitely smooth solution u provided that thc coinplex
valucd function f is sufficiently smooth , is supported away from the singularities
of the vector field X and satisfies a finite number of compatibility conditions.
The compatibility conditions to be satisfied if one requires the solution u to be
infinitely differentiable are a countable number. This last result establishes a
significant difference with the case of the torus and shows that for "almost all"
vector fields the vector space of invariant distributions has countable dimension,
while the cone of invariant measures not supported at the singularities is just
I-dimensional, as it has been proved by several authors (Masur , Veech , Rees ,
BoshernitzC\Il, Kerckhoff) in the last decade. Thc results just described c.m
he applied, we believe, to prove KAM stabihty results with finite codimension
for such vcdor fields or, equivalcntly, for Thurston's measured foliations. In
fad.. l.IH' rC~IIIt.s are obt.ained via apriori est.imates in Sobolev spaces (which are
illlport.a.nt for thc Nac;h-Moser iteration to work) and the loss of derivat.ives in
solvillg t.lw cquation is finite (in fact it can be est.imat.ed hy 10).

V. GINZBlJRG

A Hanliltonian flow without closed trajectories on 52 '1+1, 2n + 1 ~ 7.

One of tJlP. old problems of Hamiltonian mechanics is whcther the Hamilton
('quat.ion for Cl given smooth proper function H : IR 2n -+ IR has a pcriodic
solution on a prcscribed level {H = const.}. For examplc , such a solution is
known to exist when the level has contact type (C. Viterho) or for almost aB
valuC's of JI (Hofer-Zehnder, Struwe).

In this t.alk we give an example of a function H : 1R 2n -+ IP.~, 2n ~ 8, proper and
smooth, slich that the level {H = I} is non-singular and contains no periodic
solutions. This result can be thought of as a counterexample to t.he higher
dimensional Hamiltonjan Seifert conjecture.

M.I·fERMAN

Examples of compact energy hypersllrfac~s in 1R 2p , 2p ~ 6, without
dosed characteristics.

Let (M 2
p; tU) be a CN Illetrisable, connect.ed symplectic manifold and No C

A-1 2
1'a C OO codiJncnsion 1, compact orientables submanifold (a hypersurfacc).

'Ne consider the characteristic foliation ker(jN
o
w).

• +..:._;~'
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Theoreln. Wc supposc that on No there are only a finite number 0/ closed
eharactcl'isties. We .'iuppose that 2p ~ 8( resp. 2p::= 6). Then thcl'e e:rüt::; a hyper
.'iur/ace Nt diffeomorphic to No, 0/ dass Cco (resp. 0/ dass C3-€, /01' all E > 0)
with no dosed characleristies.

ExalnpJes.

HQ(z) = E Qil zi/ 2,

i
Gi > 0, the (al,' .. , Cl'p)

are independent ouer Q, NO =H;l (cl, c> 0, then there are only p char
actc1'istics on No.

, We stetched the proof of the above theorem. We also announced the existence
of Cco volume preserving plugs in dimension ~ 4, to destroy a finite number
of periodic orbits of a Cco volume preserving fiow on a compactmanifold. We
also announced that the above theorem applies under the more general condi
tion: the closed characteristics of No are included in a finite union of compact

~~fiYI)cr~~irfäC(;.~-c.f-No·4 ~ ~ ~----

H. HOFER

DyllaInics o~ Reeb vectorfields.

A contact form on a three-manifold M is al-form A such that A /\ d>" is a
vohllne form. Such a contact form determines the so-called Reeb verctorfield
X hy ixd>" = 0, i x >" = 1. We introduce the notion of dynamical convexit.y
requiring that the Conley-Zehnder index satisfies for every contractiblc periodic
orbit that IL ~ 3. In a joint work with Wyscocki and Zehnder we show that an
energy surfaccin jR4 has this property for a suitable contact form ..\ compatibJe
wit.h thc syrnplectic form. The main result is

Theorenl. (Ho/er - Wysocki - Zehnder). Let A be a dynamically convex contact
form on the compact three- manifold M. Assume there exists all embedded
disc 0 with the houndary being a periodic orbit for the Reef}-vectorfield X. lf
.sl(8D, D) = -1 then M is diffeomorphic to S3 and>' is a tight conluet form.

A.KATOK

Invariant Dleasures for commuting diffeomorphisms of the torus.

Consider a C2 action of &:2 on the 3- dimensional torus, let o. be the induced
action on }[ 1(11'3).

MaiD Theorem. Suppose 0'. is effective and not unipotent then 0' prc
serves an absolutely continuous measure p.. Furthermore Q' preserves a measur
able flat affine connection. There exists a measurable map H -+ G L(3,~) such
that for thc derivative action Do: : 1I'3 x ]R3 ~ y3 X IR.3

Do = Q. 0 H 00-
1

.
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The conditions on o. are equivalent to hyperbolicity: for (m, n) ::f:. (0,0), thc 1l13thrixQ.(1Il, 71.)
is hyperbolic with real eigenvalues.

This theorem follows by rather elementary considerations from the semi-eonjugacy
with the linear action 0'0 and the following rigidity result for invariant measures.

Rigidity Theorem for measures: Let 1\43 be a compact three-dimensional
manifold, 0' a C2 action by diffeomorphism, J.l- an ergodie o-invariant measure
such t.hat every non-zero element of the suspension action 0: has positive entropy
with respect to the lift jl of the measure jJ. Then .Ll is absolutely cOlltinuous and
preserves a measurable ftat affine eonnection.

The main ingredients in the proof are

• (i) A coeycle trivialization theorem for Hölder cocycles in the Lyapunov
metrie associated with the Lyapunov exponent strueture for a rneasure
satisfying the_ totally non-symplectie condition. This works in arbitrary
dimensions.

• (ii) construction ofinvariant affine structure on olle-dimensional Lyupanov
manifolds in the multiplicity-free case. This is a non uniform alld non
stationary version of the Sternberg linearization theorem.

• (iii) Rigidity of conditional measure along one-din1ensional stable foliation
gcncralizing an earlier joint result with Spatzier for the linear case.

A.KNAUF ".-

Number Thcory, Geodesie Motion and Statistical Mechanics.

LCllgth differences of scattci-ing geodesics in the modular dom "lin are interpreted
as f>.nergy vallIes of an infinite spin chain. That chain is ferromagnetic anel
has a pha.<;c t.ransition. The Riemann zeta. function can be weil numerically
approxinllttcd in the critical strip using this statistical mcchanics ansatz: That
behaviour can possibly I){' interpreted in terms of spectral properties of Markov
t.ransition 1l1at.rices.

S. B. I\ UKSIN

A phase-portrait of a non-linear Schrödinger equation.

We study c1assical Schrödinger equation with space-variable s in the n-cube,
11- = 1,2, a, under Dirchlet boundary conditions. Wc prove that the function
phase~space of the equation contains a non trivial recursion subset with a good
control for the recursion-time. This result is used to estimate oscillations of
solutions in terms of a quantity similar to the Reynolds number of the classical
hydro-dynamics.

K. M. }(UPERBERG

A flow on IFt 3 with no minimal set.

The following questions wa~ brought to my attention by P. A. Schwcitzer: Does
therc ex ist a flow on IR. 3 with no minimal set?

An affirmative answer to this question can be obtained as folIows:

:~ ."
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I. Construct a noncompact plug (having the matched encls condition and a
t.rapped orbit) with 110 minimal set.

2. Modify thc plug to a content stopping plug P.

~t Insert a sequence of copies of P into a constant vector-field Oll IR 3 so

that all orbits are trapped.

M. LEVI

TopoJogy of stabi]ity zones of HiIls equations.

Topological analysis of stability zones in the (a, b)- plane of Hills eequations
x + (a + bp{t))x =0, p(t + 1) =p{t) is given in special case of p (t) being in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of sgn (sin 2rrt). It is shown that the boundaries
of the nth and the (n+ 1) stability zones meet in at least n points. This phenomen
isexpl'ained by a geometrical picture of a map from the (a, b) - plane into thc
symplectic group. An indication of why the above statement is expected to hold
for any periodic p{t) f. const i8 given. This will appear in Archive fo Rat. Mech.
Anal.-

M. LYUBICH

Complex rigidity and the Feigenbaum universality.

\Vc const.ruct the unstable manifold for the fixed point of a Feigenbaum renor
malization transformation of bounded type. The construetion is based on a
RigicJity Theorem for maps with apriori bounds and a small orbits Lamma for
local holomorphic maps of Banach spaces. As an applieatioIl , we prove Milnor's
Hairincss COlljecturc for the Mandelbrot set near infinitely renormalized point.s
of bounded type (subject of apriori bounds).

R. S. MACKAY

Self-Iocalised vibrations in Hamiltonian networks of oscil1ators.

Aubry and I proved that a wide dass of weakly coupled networks of osc.illators
possess time-periodic spatially localisedd solutions (Nonlinearity l{ 1994) 1623
43). I sketched this result and indieated directions for further work and open
problems.

.I. MATHER

Variational Construction of Connecting Orbits in Lagrangion Sys
teIns.

Let L : T N! x IR ~ IR be a Lagrangian on a compaet manifold M. Suppose
that L is time periodie and positive definite with super linear growth. Suppose
that the Euler-Lagrange flow of L is complete. To c E H 1(M, IR), there is
associated a set Lc C TM x IR, the support of the 'set of c-minimal measures.
In Annales de 1'Institut Fourier (1993), I gave a sufficient condition for finding
an orbit connecting Lc and Lei' In this talk, I proposed an application of my
Annales result to systems of the form T + U, where T is aRiemannion metrie

8
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anel U is a pp.riodic potential on the 2 torus, aS weil as an applieation t.o a small
pert.urbat.ion of an int.egrable system with positive definite normal torsion.

G.POPOV

Nckhoroshev estimate~ for billiard ball maps.

Let n be a strictly eonvex bounded domain in Rn I 7l ~ 2, with an analytie
boundary. The main result is that any billiard trajeetery with initial data whieh
are J-c1ose Lo the glaneing manifold remains d-close to the glancing manifold in
a time interval which is exponentially large with respect to I/J. The proof is
based on normal forms for the billiard ball map in Gevrey classes.

J. rÖSCHEL

Alnlost periodic solutions for a nonlinear Schrödinger equation.

\Ve consider the nonlinear Schrödinger equation

wit.h pcriodic boundary eonditions:

u(t, x + 2rr) =u(t, x), u(t, -x) = -u(t, x).

lIere, \/ is a pot.ential in D2 (0, 2rr) having positive Dirichlet. spectrum, f is real
analyt.ic of order one and \11 is a sl1100thing operator of order s > 1/2:

whCrl' \If is ('V~Il. \Ve show t.hat for almost. all such potentials \I (w.r. t. every
11I~aSllrc whose projection on any finite dimensional subspace is absolutely con
t.iIlIlOIiS. w.r.t.. Lehesguc) (*) anel and (**) possess real analytie almost periodic
solut.ions wit.h ce many independent. frcquencies on compaet. invariant tori of
maximal dimension, which , whcll project.cd ooto any finite dimensional sub
space are of dcnsity 1 at u == O. Thc proof consists in iterating a KAM theorem
abOllt finite dimensional invariant. tori for such equations due to Kuksin and
pöscllel.

P. IlABINOWITZ

MultibuDlp solutions of differential equations.

The notions of I-bump and multibumps solutions of differential cquations are
dcfined. Some detailed cxamples are presented and their proofs indicated. Fi
nally a sket.c.h is given of the basic idcas involved in multib"ump eonstructions.

E. SEitE

Aglobai cOlldition for quasi-randonl behavior in a dass of conserva
tive systenls.

9
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We present here a joint work with Boris Buffoni, frorn the University of HaLh
(same title as the talk, to appear in C.P.A.M). As shown by Devancy, an
autonomous Hamiltonian system dimension 4, with an orbit homoclinic to a
saddle-focus equilibrium, admits a chaotic behavior as SOG)) M the hOJlloclinic
orbit is transverse. We present here a variational mcthod which givcs such a
behavior, without checking transversality. Transversality is replaced by tbc as

sumption that thc stable an unstablc manifolds W U
I W" of the cC(uilibrium do

not coincide. We apply this method to gyroscopic systems and to a fourth-order
equation arising in water-wave theory. In both cases, the assumption Oll WU,
W" is easy to check, and quasi-random behavior is shown.

D. SZA'SZ

Ergodie properties of the Chernov-Sinai pencase.

Thc Chernov-Sinai pencase is a system of large hard" balls on a Tl-dimensional
torus (71 ~ 2) elongated in on"e spatial dimension, the cyclic order of the balls
remains invariant. This system is shown to have the l\-property if 71 ~ 1,
and havc open ergodie components if n ~ 3. The results are obtained by
strengthening those for hard ball systems with restrieted graphs on int.craction

--( ifl these· ö"rilypairs 6f halls ti; j}- intefact:-för-\vh idl fi~)r -E- J~wlicre -E-is -nie
set of edgcs of a graph whose vertices are the balls). Our theorems for t.hc:;e
systems say that if E' is a (spanning) trce and D denotes thc edge-degrcc of
E, then thc system is b.", if n ~ D + 2, and has open ergodie component.s if
n = D + I. The result are joint with Nander Silminyi.

LA. TAIMANOV

Periodic trajectories in magnetic fields.

\Ve talk about variational problenls related to existence of pcriodic trajt:ci,orics
of t.he rnotion of a "particle" in magnetic fields on Riemannian manifolds.

As it was shown by Novikov these problems give rise to Illultivalucd or lJOt.
bourtded from below functionals the on spaces of c10sed cllrvcs. For such fUllc
t.ionals Palais-Slnale condition does not hold.

In some cascs:

i) for strang rnagnetic fields on two-dimensional manifolds;

ii) for such systems with II positive Ricci curvature"

the existence" of periodic trajectories is proved by methods of calcullls of varia
t.ions in the large (but not of symplectic geometry). Some of these results wcre
obtained by myself and some in coHaboration with Novikov and Bahri.

A. VESELOV

Multivalued dYllamics ang nOlllinear representatiollS of 1l1ultivalucd
groups.

A group-theoretical approach in dynamics of multivalued mappings (or corrc
spondences) based on the theory of multivalued groups is disc\lssed" lt, is shown

10
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that in variolls cases the correspondences with intergrablc dynamics determine

t,he algchraic rcpresentations of c:ertain mult.ivaiued groups. The talk \8 based

on thc joint. paper witla V.M. ßuchstaber.

C.E. \VAYNE

Invariant Manifolds aod the aSYlnptotics of a dass ofparabolic PDE's.

Finit.e dimensional invariant manifolds for nOlllinear parabolic partial differential

cquations of the form:

~~ = ~u + F(u); u = u(x, t), x E }Rd, t ~ 1

are constructed. Such results are somewhat surprising because of the continuous

spectrum of the linearized equation. These manifolds can be used to construct

systernatic expansions of thc long-time asymptotics of u(x, t) in inverse pow~rs

of t. Thcy also give a new perspectivc on thc change in thc behavior of solutio_ns

of t.hc equation with nonlinear term F(u) = -lu/P-1u when p passes through

the critical value Pe = 1 + 2/d.

Z.J. XIA

Elliptic: periodic: points in symplectic diffcomorphisnls.

\Vc :-,Iww t.he following t.wo CI-gencric propcrtics for symplectic diffeomorph·isnls.

1. for any hyperbolic pcriodic point, its homoclinic points are dense in both its

st.ahle and unst.able rnanifold. 2. C1-generically, a symplectic diffeomorphism is

eit.hl'r part.ial1y hyperboJic or the elliptic periodic points are dense .

.1.(:. YOCCOZ

Iutersp.ction of regular Cantor sets.

TIIP subjed of tohe talk was joint work with Carlos Gustavo Moreira. Let 10'-/1

hc disjoint subintervals of I = [0,1) with 0 E 10 , 1 E 11 , and let g: 10 U 11 ~ 1

<LU ~xpanding lIlap such that g/lo IS a diffe01norphism onto I. The maximal

invariant. sd, 1\" =Un?o.tJ- I1 (Io/d is a rC.Qular Cantor .'jet.

Tile st.udy of homodinic hifurcations of surface diffeomorphisms sllggests to

invest.igatc llOw frequcntly two regular Cantor sets intersect. Define, for .q, 9' as

abovc
.J(g, g') = {(s, t) E IR:!, I{g n (e" Kgl + t) "# 0}.

t\ point, ( ....o,la) E J{go,!I~} is a position of stahle inte1'sectiol1 if (5,1) E Jg,9/1

whl'llcver S, t, g, 9' are dose t.o so, to, 90, !Ib. Our main rcsult is the following

Theorenl. Let 9, g' such that IJ D(l\g) + 11 D(l{~) ~ 1, and (5, t) E J(9,9')'

Then ane can find arbitmrily small pe1'lurbations (51, LI), (gl,g~) such that

(SI, LI) is a position o/stable intersection for (gi, g~).

Zürich, den 24. Juli 1996.
E. Zehnder
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